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An external electric field can modify the strength of the spin-orbit interaction between spins of ions in magnetic
crystals. This influence leads to a spin-wave frequency shift that is linear in both the applied electric field and
the wave vector of the spin wave. Here we study theoretically the external electric field as a means of control of
the spin-wave power flow in thin ferromagnets. The spin-wave group velocity and focusing patterns are obtained
from the slowness (isofrequency) curves by evaluating their curvature at each point of the reciprocal space. We
show that the combination of the magnetodipole interaction and the electric field can result in nonreciprocal
unidirectional caustic beams of dipole-exchange spin waves. We demonstrate that the degree of asymmetry of
the spin-wave power flow can be tuned with the external electric field. Our findings open a novel avenue for
spin-wave manipulation and development of electrically tunable magnonic devices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.024427
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of an electric-field control of spin waves
is well known [1–4]. If the crystal symmetry of a simple
ferromagnet contains the spatial inversion element, the external
electric field induces a frequency shift that is linear in both
the applied electric field and the wave vector of spin wave
[1–4]. In fact, this is an example of different topological
effects in quantum mechanics: an extra topological phase is
acquired by the quantum orbital motion of neutral magnetic
moments in mesoscopic rings in the electric field. Partic-
ularly, in a ferromagnet, spin waves that propagate in the
applied electric field acquire an additional quantum phase,
the so-called Aharanov-Casher phase [5,6]. Microscopically
this effect originates from the spin-orbit interaction. To linear
order in the electric field, this effect is equivalent to adding a
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya-like (DM-like) interaction between the
spins Si and Sj of neighboring ions. The DM-like interaction
can be presented in a traditional form as dij (Si × Sj ), where
dij is a vector perpendicular to both the electric field E and
the unit vector eij along the line that connects the magnetic
ions [1–4]. The microscopic calculations [2] based on the
superexchange model yield dij = Ae(E × eij )/ESO, where A
is the Heisenberg exchange coupling, e is the absolute value of
the electron charge, and ESO is an energy scale associated with
the inverse strength of the spin-orbit coupling. Similar to the
conventional DM interaction, it is DM-like interaction results
in a frequency shift that is linear in both the applied electric
field and the wave vector of the spin wave.
Originally, the frequency shift was expected to be small
(∼0.01%) [6]. However, subsequent microscopic calculations
based on the superexchange model pointed out that the
electric-field effect could be sufficiently large to be used to
control efficiently spin currents [2,3]. Furthermore, recent
experimental studies showed an efficient spin-wave electrical
tuning in thin magnetic films, such as YIG (Y3Fe5O12) [4]. At
present, interest to such phenomena is very active due to their
potential applications in magnon spintronics and magnonics
[7–9], where an electrically controlled phase shifter for spin
waves could become an essential component of spin-wave
devices. Nonreciprocity and unidirectionality of spin-wave
propagation would be also valuable for this purpose [10].
In a system with the DM interaction, the exchange spin-
wave dispersion curve for propagation perpendicular to the
magnetization is approximately a parabola with the frequency
minimum shifted away from the origin along the wave vector
axis. As a result, in some frequency regions, the spin-wave
group velocity is opposite to the phase velocity, which cor-
responds to the case of so-called “backward” waves [11].
Additionally, as for any anisotropic medium, in a system with
the DM interaction, one can create conditions when the energy
transferred from a point source will flow away not as circular
waves but in highly focused beams, the so-called caustics [12].
The focusing pattern can be obtained from the slowness curves
(curves of constant frequencyω/2π in the wave vector k space)
by finding the normal to the slowness curve and then evaluating
the curvature at each point on the curve.
Here we examine theoretically a possibility of the electric-
field control of spin-wave propagation and focusing in thin
magnetic films. The spin-wave focusing in a thin ferromag-
netic film with conventional DM interaction was just recently
examined theoretically in Ref. [13]. The authors analyzed how
the slowness curves change as the film thickness is increased
and the magnetodipolar interaction becomes more important.
In this report, based on physics of another microscopic origin,
we examine theoretically how the focusing effect can be
manipulated by the external electric field keeping the film
thickness constant. In particular, we demonstrate that the unidi-
rectional dipole-exchange spin-wave caustic beams predicted
in Ref. [13] to exist in systems with the DM interaction can also
be formed in more conventional magnetic systems by applying
an out-of-plane electric field.
In Sec. II we analyze the spin-wave dispersion and the
shape of the slowness curves with and without the electric
field. In Sec. III the spin-wave focusing effect and formation
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the geometry for spin-wave propagation in
a tangentially magnetized film. The magnetic field H0 and the static
magnetization MS are along the y direction. The electric field E is
orthogonal to MS .
of the electrically tunable caustics are discussed. The focusing
directions are shown to be tunable with the frequency and
the applied field, indicating that this effect might be useful
in signal processing devices, such as tunable filters and fre-
quency splitters. Numerical examples are presented for a thin
ferromagnetic film of fixed thickness and different magnitudes
of the electric field.
II. SPIN DYNAMICS IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD
Let us consider a thin (∼10-nm-thick) magnetic film. The
film is in the x-y plane, and an in-plane magnetic field H0
is parallel to the y axis, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Notice that
tangentially magnetized films are particularly convenient for
the excitation and propagation of exchange spin waves [14]. We
therefore concentrate on the case when the applied magnetic
field is large enough so that the equilibrium magnetization MS
lies in the plane of the film and MS ||y. Also we consider the
case of the electric field and the wave vector of spin waves being
orthogonal to each other. In this geometry, the E-induced phase
shift of the spin waves is maximized, whereas the so-called
Doppler shift due to the electric field vanishes; for more details
see Ref. [15].
The theory of magnetostatic modes in homogeneous ferro-
magnetic films is well established (see, e.g., Refs. [16–19]),
and here we give only the final equations necessary for our
investigation. We focus our attention to films sufficiently thin,
so that only a single spin-wave branch with amplitude uniform
across the film thickness needs to be considered. Taking into
account the magnetodipole and exchange interactions, the
Zeeman energy associated with the applied magnetic field
and the effective uniaxial (shape) anisotropy, the spin-wave
frequency is
ω0(k) = γμ0[Hx (k)Hy (k)]1/2. (1)
Here γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, μ0 is the vacuum permeabil-
ity, and





Hy (k) = H0 + Dk2 − HK − MSd(k/2), (3)
where MS is the saturation magnetization, D = 2A/μ0MS ,
where A stands for the exchange interaction constant, d is
the film thickness, the wave vector k is in the x-y plane, k =
(k2x + k2y )1/2, and HK = (2Ku − μ0M2S )/μ0MS is the effective
anisotropy field, where Ku is out-of-plane anisotropy. Here
we take into account that in the thin-film limit kd << 1, the
dominant contribution to the dipole field is linear in k [19], and
the angle ϕk between the magnon wave vector k and the y axis
is sin ϕk = kx/k. Equation (3) shows that, in a sufficiently thin
film, the dipolar energy generates in the dispersion relation a
negative term linear in the wave vector. The exchange stiffness
leads to a positive term quadratic in the wave vector. So, at
finite wave vectors, the dispersion relation has a minimum.
The external electric field modifies the dispersion. Just as the
magnetic field shifts the dispersion vertically by increasing or
decreasing the frequency at fixed k, the electric field shifts the
dispersion horizontally by increasing or decreasing the wave
vector at a fixed frequency [1–4]. For a geometry in which
the wave vector (k | | x), the magnetization (MS ||y), and the
electric field (E||z) are mutually orthogonal, the largest relative
wave vector shift is for the lowest lying modes [3]. Following
these observations, we apply the electric field normal to the
x-y plane and consider spin-wave propagation in this plane
(see Fig. 1). Then, in accordance with [1–4], the spin-wave
frequency (1) acquires a shift, so that the modified dispersion
relation reads
ω(k, E) = ω0(k) − ωE (k). (4)







, a is a lattice parameter, and ESO is an energy
that is inverse proportional to the spin-orbit interaction
strength (for YIG ESO = 3 eV [2]). Note that the electric-field
frequency shift—the last term of Eq. (4)—appears everywhere
as an additive correction to the frequency ω in the spin-wave
dispersion equation and can be taken into account simply by
replacing ω by ω + ωE (k) in the zero-electric-field dispersion
relation of a general form. Thus, the modified dispersion (4)
is actually exact regardless of the approximations made and is
independent of the order of the magnetostatic mode; for more
details see Ref. [3].
One finds from Eq. (4) that not only the magnetodipolar
coupling but also the external electric field generates in the
ω(k) dependence a term linear in k. However, there is an
important difference in these terms. The electric-field con-
tribution changes its sign with respect to the inversion of
the wave vector k or the electric-field direction, whereas the
magnetodipolar (magnetostatic) contribution does not. Thus,
the external electric field not only adds to the spin-wave
frequency a contribution linearly dependent on the wave
vector but also makes the spin-wave propagation nonreciprocal
ω(k, E) = ω(−k, E) . As shown in Fig. 2, one can tune the
spin-wave dispersion by adjusting the electric field and thereby
distinguish the electric-field effect from the magnetodipolar
contribution unambiguously. For instance, under the influence
of the external electric field, the spin-wave dispersion mini-
mum is shifted from its position fmin = 7.72 GHz at (kx = 0,
ky = 0) in k space and E = 0 down to fmin ≈ 7.71 GHz
at kx ≈ 3.75 μm−1 at E = 30 V/μm (see Fig. 2). Numerical
results given in Fig. 2 and the figures below are obtained
for a thin film with interface-induced perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy and material parameters: MS = 0.140 MA/m,
KU = −123 J/m3, A = 1.58 pJ/m, μ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m,
γ = 1.76 × 1011 rad/(s T), and μ0H = 0.2 T [3,20]; follow-
ing Ref. [2], for parameter ESO we took ESO = 3 eV. We keep
the film thickness fixed at d = 10 nm. Concerning the electric-
field magnitude and experimental detection of the predicted
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FIG. 2. The spin-waves dispersion in a thin ferromagnetic film,
Eq. (4), taking into account the geometrical phase and the phase
induced by the electric field ky = 0. Along ky axis the curves f (k, E)
are symmetric. The spin-wave frequency minimum is at kx = 0.0 at
E = 0; kx ≈ 7.77 × 10−6 μm−1 at E = 15 V/μm; kx ≈ 3.75 μm−1
at E = 30 V/μm; kx ≈ −5.47 μm−1 at E = −35 V/μm.
effects note that in the case of good quality magnetic film on a
substrate, e.g., YIG on a gadolinium gallium garnet, the applied
electric field can be quite large. In fact, we take into account
already existing experimental [4,21,22] and theoretical reports
[23] where an electric field of such magnitude is also discussed.
To understand how the electric field modifies the spin-wave
dispersion, Fig. 3 presents the isofrequency contours ω(k, E),
Eq. (4), for E from 0 to 45 V/μm with the frequency step
ω/2π = f = 0.2 GHz. In zero electric field, the initial
slope of the ω(k) depends on the angle between the wave
vector k and magnetization MS , as in Fig. 1. If this angle is
smaller than the critical one, then the initial slope is negative
[18]. The exchange contributes the term Dk2 and for a short
enough wavelength, the isofrequency contours form circles
centered at the origin in k space, see Fig. 3(a). The external
electric field pushes the isofrequency contours in the direction
(E × MS). Simultaneously, the spin-wave energy minimum
is shifted down from its magnitude in the zero electric field.
For example, the electric field of 45 V/μm, Fig. 3(d), shifts
the energy minimum fmin ≈ 7.72 GHz at (kx = 0, ky = 0)
and E = 0 further to (kx ≈ 8.94 μm−1, ky = 0) and now the
lowest frequency is detected at fmin ≈ 7.67 GHz (see also
related curves in Fig. 2). At some magnitude of the electric
field Ec, ω(k,Ec ) = ω0(k) − ωEc (k) = 0 the frequency (4)
equals zero at finite kx . When the field is above the critical
value E > Ec, the ferromagnetic state is unstable [1]. We will
not discuss this case here.
Under the electric-field effect, in the low energy isofre-
quency curves a “dent” located along the +kx axis is rectified
for E > 0 (at E < 0 a dent along the −kx axis is rectified),
compare Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for E = +35 and −35 V/μm. The
presence of a dent indicates that the curvature of the slowness
curve changes sign. This means that the so-called caustics can
be created. Caustics appear at points along the slowness curves
at which its curvature goes to zero, resulting in a (formally)
divergence in the power flow. Thus, in addition to the
nonreciprocity, another remarkable feature of the electric-field
effect is the opportunity to generate focusing patterns from a
single point source. We investigate this possibility in the next
section.
III. SPIN-WAVE POWER FLOW
From Eq. (4) it is evident that the spin-wave dispersion
is anisotropic, nonreciprocal, and depends on the in-plane
wave vector direction with respect to the direction of (E ×
MS) vector. These distinctive features modify the spin-wave
propagation in a thin ferromagnetic film and lead to spin-wave
power focusing beams—the caustics—appearing only on one
side of the point source. As is known, the group velocity
vg = ∂ω(k, E)/∂k indicates the direction of the energy flow.
In the case of Eq. (4) we have
vg = ∂ω(k, E)/∂k = ∂ω0(k)/∂k − ωMλSOEaex . (5)
Thus, a difference in the vg between the sides of the isofre-
quency curves at positive and negative values of kx is sim-
ply proportional to the applied electric field. Equation (5)
shows that we can realize the unidirectional caustic beams in
the Damon-Eshbach geometry similar to those suggested in
Ref. [13] but based on fundamentally different physics.
Figures 4(a)–4(e) illustrate schematically a general picture
of the group velocity direction evolution in each point of
(ω/2π , k) space as the field E increases. As one can see, in
general, at sufficiently small frequencies, the group velocity
vg and the wave vector k are noncollinear. This is a direct
consequence of the anisotropy of the dispersion relation.
Following Refs. [11,24,25], we call a spin-wave “forward” if
kvg > 0 and “backward” if kvg < 0. With decreasing spin-
wave wavelength, the exchange term Dk2 becomes dominant
and the isofrequency curves recover a more circular shape.
Here we deal with the forward spin waves when the momentum
and the energy propagation directions are parallel. Figures 4(e)
and 4(f) illustrate how the spin-wave power flow direction can
be manipulated by changing the electric-field sign.
The focusing of the magnetostatic surface and backward
volume modes of dipolar and dipole-exchange waves in a
ferromagnetic film was investigated in pioneering work [12].
In Ref. [13] the authors analyzed how the slowness surfaces
change in thin ferromagnetic film with conventional DM inter-
action as the film thickness is increased and the magnetodipolar
interaction becomes more important. We examine how the
focusing effect can be manipulated by the external electric
field keeping the YIG film thickness constant.
One of the requirements for waves caustic beam formation
is that the group and phase velocities should point in different
directions [11,25]. The focusing direction can be found from
the isofrequency curve by traveling around the slowness
surface and at each point calculating the normal to the surface.
These normals indicate the directions of the energy flow. The
amount of the energy sent in a given direction is proportional
to the square root of the curvature of the slowness curve at
that point. When the curvature is zero, one finds the caustics
beams, when for waves with different wave vectors k the group
velocity vg is the same and, formally, in this direction the power
flow diverges [11,12,25,26].
The overall picture of the group velocity patterns and
appearance of the focusing beams are shown in Fig. 4. As
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FIG. 3. Isofrequency contours of spin-wave dispersion relation Eq. (4) for E from 0 to 45 V/μm; the first isofrequency contour is at
f = 7.8 GHz; each successive contour represents a frequency difference f = 0.2 GHz. (a) E = 0, (b) E = 15 V/μm, (c) E = 30 V/μm,
(d) E = 45 V/μm, (e) E = +35 V/μm, and (f) E = −35 V/μm.
one can see, already a weak electric field modifies the low
energy isofrequency curves. The application of the external
field leads to the curvature vanishing at two points along
the slowness curve. This indicates that the curvature changes
sign, which means that a caustic wave beam can form here.
We illustrate this possibility in Fig. 5 where five different
frequencies are shown for fixed E = 10 V/μm, and in Fig. 6
where evolution of the slowness curve is shown for fixed
frequency f = 8.2 GHz under the effect of an external electric
field. In the figures, the group velocity is indicated along each
slowness curve (dashed lines with arrow). Solid (red) lines
with arrow show the expected focusing directions (caustics).
Formally, in this direction the power flow diverges [12,24,25].
Figures 6(e) and 6(f) illustrate how the spin-wave power flow
direction can be manipulated by changing the electric-field
sign.
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FIG. 4. The group velocity overall patterns. Here each contour in the figure represents a slowness surfaces and each successive contour
represents a frequency difference f = 0.2 GHz; the first isofrequency contour is at f = 7.8 GHz. (a) E = 0, (b) E = 15 V/μm,
(c) E = 30 V/μm, (d) E = 45 V/μm, (e) E = +35 V/μm, and (f) E = −35 V/μm.
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FIG. 5. Spin-wave focusing for different frequencies at a fixed electric field. Dashed lines with arrow denote the group velocity vectors
vg directions. Long solid (red) lines with arrow represent focusing directions, or caustics, at given frequency. E = 10 V/μm, μ0H = 0.2 T.
(a) f = 7.8 GHz, (b) f = 8.0 GHz, (c) f = 8.2 GHz, (d) f = 8.4 GHz, and (e) f = 8.6 GHz.
A C-shaped isofrequency contours mean another remark-
able feature of the electric-field effect—an opportunity to
generate interference patterns from a single point source.
Evidence of the interference can already by seen in Fig. 5 for
7.8 and 8.0 GHz curves. As can be seen from the figure, these
frequency contours demonstrate a C-shaped slowness curve.
If we examine how the group velocity vector evolves around
these curves, we notice that certain orientations of vg appear at
multiple points along the curve. This indicates that propagation
along these directions involves partial waves with different k.
IV. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
Spin waves in some materials propagate a long distance
with very little energy dissipation and therefore hold promise
to substantially reduce the energy consumption in the next
generation of electronic devices. One of primary goals of
research in magnonics [27] is to find mechanisms that enable
the electric-field control of spin dynamics since, in practice,
an electric field is much easier to apply than a magnetic field.
As spins do not directly couple to the electric field,
the electric-field control could be realized using various
magnetoelectric effects. A few examples how the electric
field can be used in the context of magnonics were recently
demonstrated. The utilization of a magnetoelectric film com-
posite to control the phase of surface magnetostatic spin waves
by a substrate strain induced electric field was demonstrated
on the Ni/NiFe layers [28]. The feasibility of the electrical
manipulation of spin-wave propagation in ultrathin Fe films
through modulation of the exchange interaction by the electric
field applied perpendicular to the magnetic film has been shown
just recently in Ref. [29]. Of particular interest is also the
effect of the voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy, which
manifests itself as a variation of the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy at the interface between a ferromagnetic metal and
an insulator under the application of an interface voltage (see,
e.g., [30,31] and references therein). Recent investigations in
this field demonstrate that, due to spin-orbit coupling, there is
a possibility to modify the spin-wave dispersion effectively [4]
even in centrosymmetric magnets.
In this paper we have studied a power flow from a point
source in thin magnetic films with induced DM-like interaction
caused by an external electric field. Without an electric field,
the power flow is essentially isotropic and energy radiates
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FIG. 6. Spin-wave focusing for fixed frequency under the effect of an external electric field. Dashed lines with arrow denote the group
velocity vectors vg directions. Long solid (red) lines with arrow represent focusing directions (caustics). f = 8.2 GHz, μ0H = 0.2 T. (a) E = 0,
(b) E = 5 V/μm, (c) E = 15 V/μm, (d) E = 25 V/μm, (e) E = +35 V/μm, and (f) E = −35 V/μm.
approximately equally in all directions. When the electric
field is applied, we find a few remarkable results. Namely,
by applying an electric field one can create caustics, highly
focused beams of energy, at given frequencies. The focusing
patterns are nonreciprocal, with the caustic beams appearing
only on one side of a point source. There is also a possibility
by inducing the DM-like interaction to create interference pat-
terns. It was demonstrated that the degree of spin-wave power
flow asymmetry can be effectively tuned with the external
electric field. Thus, the external electric field gives a much
more convenient opportunity to tune the dispersion relations
and alter the focusing patterns in comparison with the film
thickness changing. These effects have important implications
for magnonic devices, where the transfer of angular momentum
and energy play a key role. Thus, we have demonstrated that the
electric field is an energy-efficient way to control the magnonic
spin current propagating in insulating magnetic films.
Concerning an experimental detection of the predicted ef-
fects in practice, YIG with its uniquely low magnetic damping
is a valuable material for these purposes [32]. Because the
exchange interaction governs the magnetic order in YIG and
causes a large enough splitting between ferromagnetic (acous-
tic) and antiferromagnetic (optical) modes, one-sublattice
ferromagnetic approximation for YIG is reasonable in a low-
energy regime. In this case, the energy of acoustic magnons
can be calculated within a conventional one-sublattice ferro-
magnetic approximation when all 20 magnetic moments in
the primitive cell oscillate in phase and can be treated as one
common magnetic moment. So, the results obtained here for a
ferromagnet are applicable for YIG ferrimagnet directly.
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